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Friedman: The Fragility of Freedom

the fragility of freedom
milton friedman

thank

you very much it is a special pleasure for me to be
introduced to you here today by dallin oaks who was not only a
colleague at the university of chicago but a tower of strength in our
times of trouble during the late 1960s when many universities in this
country were subjected to disturbances and disruptions the
university of chicago handled them particularly well and one of the
main reasons we were able to do so was because of the willingness of
dallin oaks to serve as chairman of a committee which played a very
important role in those events we regret very much losing him but
our loss has been your gain
dallin oaks referred to the bicentennial I1 trust you know that
1976 is a double bicentennial it is a bicentennial of the publication of
nr that great book by adam smith which is a
nations
the wealth of Natio
bible of economic freedom and is closely related to political freedom
and indeed almost everything 1I am going to say today could be found
in one form or another in that book
those of us who have been fortunate enough to be born in the
united states in the twentieth century naturally take freedom for
granted it seems to us that a relatively free society is the natural state
of mankind but that is a great misconception freedom is very far
from being the natural state of mankind on the contrary it is an
extraordinarily unusual situation if you look back through history in
any place on the globe you will find that the natural state of mankind
in most periods in history has been tyranny and misery if you look
over the globe geographically at any point in time you will find that
most of the people in the world at that point of time were living in a
state of tyranny and misery the periods and places in which there has
been something approaching a free society have been few and far
between there was a small example in the fifth century BC on the
peloponnesian peninsula in athens but that was only a partly free
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society it was a society that was free for the citizens of athens but not
for the slaves who also inhabited the city there was a brief spurt of
iddie ages the most extended
iddle
middle
middie
freedom during the renaissance in the M
freedom has been the period in the eighteenth and nineteenth
period of freedom
and early twentieth centuries in western europe and the
theunitedstates
united states
yet look at how fragile that freedom has been the countries in the
world that have been able to maintain during that period something
roughly approaching a free society are few in number they consist
almost entirely of the english speaking countries and thescandinavian
the
Scandinavian

countries
reedom was brought home to me dramatically last
this fragility of freedom

april when

spent a week in the small country of chile in south
america 1I was in chile for a week as part of agroup
thatwas examining
agroupthatwas
agrout
and considering the economic problems which chile was then facing
problems which you and 1I have in our future 1 I hope in a very distant
future problems which were epitomized by the fact that they had
after
managed af
ter great effort to bring the rate of inflation down from 900
aboutchile
chile s
percent a year to 400 percent a year but 1I don t want to talk about
economic problems 1I want to talk about the problems of freedom
dlf
different
ferent country than the U
chile of course is a very dif
united states
and a very much poorer country than the united states yet the history
of chile is highly relevant to our present situation and our future
problems of all the south american countries chile had about the
longest history of a reasonable degree of democratic government and a
reasonably free society that history dates back to the nineteenth
I1

century

the

origin of the present problems in chile which has lost
freedom and which today is governed by an authoritarian regime in my
if ty or sixty years chile was not only oneof
opinion goes back some f ifty
one of the
oneff
countries in south america that had the longest history of freedom and
political democracy but it was also one of the earliest
countries insouth
earliestcountries
insooth
america to institute a welfare state and welfare state measures 1I was
ilke great britain the class
about chile thatlikegreatbritaintheclass
that like
surprised to find in reading aboutchile
of measures that we today associate with welfare statism the new
deal and the fair
or 1908
inchileabout
chile about 19061907or
deai got their start in
deal
fairdealgot
19061907
at about the same time that these processes started in great britain
the present state of chile in my opinion is the end result of an
expansion in the role of government over the lives of people the
important thing about that developmentand
development and the main lesson 1I arn
am going
arngoing
tty to elaborate on in this talk is that the measures that led to that
to try
result were done by good people for good objectives the measures that
562
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led to chile s problems were not bad measures that were taken by bad
people with the aim of grinding the poor under their heels on the
the problems of chilederived
chile derived from theattempttouse
the attempt touse th eState
contrary theproblemsof
and the political mechanism to achieve good objectives that
state in the
increasing
roie
of th
development led toan
increas ing expansion in theroleof
leof
the role
the eState
thero
to an increase
society it led to an increasing accumulation of legislation in which the
government controlled what people could do the obvious numerical
this was an increase in government spending until by the
counterpart of thiswas
time mr allende came to power in chile government spending had
reached something like 40 percent of the national income
since chile was a poor country it was difficult to impose explicit
taxes to generate revenues of 40 percent of national income As a
result taxes were imposed indirectly in the form of inflation there is a

great misconception about what happened mr allende who
produced the great confrontation and was clearly seeking to turn chile
into a communist dictatorship was only carrying out the laws that had
already been enacted by his predecessors he introduced very little that
was different he just continued in the same direction that policy had
been proceeding ever more rapidly during the past thirty or forty
years however the end result was the tipping point at which the
willingness of the public to put up with increasing involvement in
their own lives was exceeded there was first the allende regime with
its threat of a left wing dictatorship and then a counterrevolution
with the military taking over and a military junta being established
which also is very far indeed from a free society it too is an
authoritarian society which denies the liberties and freedoms of the
people in the sense in which you and I1 conceive of them
lest you think that this tale of the history of chile need not
concern us let me ask you to consider a case much closer cast your eyes
across the atlantic to the home of most of the ideas of freedom that we
cherish to the united kingdom the united kingdom is a much
richer country than chile it has a far stronger tradition of a belief in
freedom and in democratic rights yet the united kingdom is going
down the same path as chile and I1 fear is headed for the same end it is
almost impossible for any one of us who was brought up in the great
traditions emanating from great britain the great tradition of
freedom and of democratic rights starting with the magna carta and
coming down through the whole list of famous englishmen who have
written and taught us about free institutions it is almost impossible
for anyone brought up in that tradition to utter the words that britain
is in danger of losing freedom and democracy and yet it is a fact I1 was
563
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in britain a little over a year ago it was precisely because I1 had spent
some time in britain and had seen what was happening there that I1
was so much reminded in chile this spring that 1I was seeing the same
scene over again it was like a continuous movie and this was where I1
came in or maybe I1 should say this was where 1I went out what has
been happening in great britain

about the same time as chile great britain started on the welfare

state line in 1913 a great english constitutional lawyer A V dicey
revised and published a series of lectures he had given in this country
bet ween law and public opinion in the
under the title relation between
nineteenth century in its preface referring to the measures that
britain had already taken by 1913 particularly in the area of old age
benefits and of the treatment of people in institutions he said this is
a road on which no reasonable man can refuse to enter but once
entered nobody can tell where it is going to lead that was an
extraordinarily prescient prediction of what was in store for great
britain because the role of the government has from that point to this
expanded until today again by that simple numerical measure that 1I
used total government spending in great britain central and local
amounts to 60 percent of the national income and yet there is
enormous pressure for still more government spending nobody is
satisfied everybody is dissatisfied society is being polarized it is hard
to see how britain can avoid the fate that chile experienced lest I1
seem alarmist I1 can quote 1 I was amazed to hear it I1 must confess
from one of our modern oracles eric sevareid who in one of his little
pieces of wisdom over the network after a visit to britain made exactly
this analogy and said britain is on the verge of the allende period of
chile and so it is 1I fear very much that within the next five years the
odds are at least 5050
50 50 that british freedom and democracy as we have
seen it will be destroyed
but again 1I need not go that far away let me come closer to
home consider at the moment new york city new york city
displays precisely the same trends as chile and the united kingdom
new york city has the dubious distinction of having the most welfare
state oriented electorate in the country new york city has been
following the same policy of ever growing governmental involvement
in the affairs of its citizens and the result has been exactly the same
wherever this path has been followed whether in chile or in the
united kingdom or in new york it has two consequences the first is
financial crisis certainly that characterized the situation in chile
certainly that characterizes the situation in the united kingdom
564
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where the rate of inflation has reached something over 25 percent
where the government budget is enormously in deficit where britain
is able to survive primarily by borrowing from overseas similarly in
new york the first effect financial crisis is obvious
the second effect is less obvious this path leads not only to
financial crisis but also to a loss of liberty and freedom and new york
city has lost its liberty and freedom new york city is no longer being
governed by the citizens of new york city or by people elected by the
citizens of new york city it is now being governed by a committee of
overseers appointed by the state of new york with power to overrule
the elected officials of the city of new york this loss of self
government and freedom has been concealed by the shift of power
from one democratic institution the city of new york to another
democratic institution the state of new york but the principle is the
same financial crisis leads to a loss of self government there is only
one important difference between new york city on the one hand and
chile or the united kingdom on the other and that is that new york
city does not have one of those printing presses on which you can turn
out green pieces of paper that people call money it cannot issue its
own money chile and britain could issue their own money and
therefore the financial crisis took the form of inflation whereas in
new york it degenerated more promptly to bankruptcy
let me come still closer to home consider the united states in
general and brigham young university in particular the united
states has been following the same path again to use a simple index
which 1I have been using for the period from the founding of this
country to 1929 leaving aside periods of major wars such as the civil
war and the first world war and the revolution total government
spending in the united states federal state and local never exceeded
10 percent of the income of the people state and local expenditure
more immediately subject to the control of the citizenry was twice as
large during that period as federal government expenditures total
federal government expenditure in 1929 was 3 percent of the national
income in the forty five years since total governmental expenditures
have risen to 40 percent of the national income in the united states
and federal government spending is twice as much as state and local
spending federal spending today is something like 25 percent of the
national income or roughly 10 times as large as it was in 1929 we
have been moving in the same direction as chile and britain and new
york and we have been experiencing signs of financial crisis the
565
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emergence of inflation at a higher and higher rate we have also been
experiencing the second effect the loss of freedom
people always talk as if the problem is in the future as if the
problem is that individual freedom is threatened by the encroaching
control of our lives by the state it is not merely the future it is the
present freedom has been greatly reduced in many dimensions after
all the spending of 40 percent of our income for us by government is a
restriction on our freedom we have nothing to say about that 40
percent except through the political process which is what I1 am going
tocome to in a moment but put aside the question of income go to
those more fundamental freedoms of speech of belief of personal
behavior they too have been severely restricted consider for a
moment the simple question of freedom of speech let me ask you how
often you read in the papers any statement on public issues by a major
businessman or industrialist except where it immediately concerns his
own enterprise
A little over a year ago president ford constructed a program
hastily buried shortly thereafter called the WIN program for whip
inflation now now it was a program that had some good things and
some bad things but taken as a whole it was a pretty silly program you
will search every newspaper in this country without finding a single
major businessman who made a public statement against that program
why was it because they agreed with it it is inconceivable at least it
is inconceivable that they unanimously agreed with it surely there was
dian t
some businessman who didn
however if you were a businessman at the head of a great
corporation you would think three times before you spoke out on a
major public issue you would look over your left shoulder and see the
IRS getting ready to come and audit your accounts and you would look
over your right shoulder and see the department of justice standing
only too ready to launch an antitrust suit against you and then if you
had more shoulders than two you would ask what is the FTC going to
do about my advertising and what is the FDA going to do about the
products I1 produce and what is the safety council going to do about
this that and the other thing you are not free to speak if you are in
chat
that position
let me get closer to home let me get to my own area and your
area the academy Is the scholar free to speak 1I ask myself whether
the professors who teach medicine at any medical school in this
country most of whose research is being financed by the national
institutes of health whether they really feel free to speak out against
366
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socialized medicine and against further involvement of the government in medicine some of them obviously will but is there the
slightest doubt to use those famous words of the supreme court that
their dependence for the major source of their financing
financingon on the
federal
thefederal
government has a chilling effect on the freedom of speech about
the only people who now have full freedom of speech are people in the
fortunate position that 1I am in a tenured professor at a major
institution on the verge of retirement
lee
let me come down to brigham young university the
bureaucratic lash which has extended from washington has even
reached here with a proposal to impose on brigham young various
requirements of health education and welfare requirements that
in my opinion would interfere severely and seriously with your
performance of your selected mission every academic institution in
the united states is threatened in exactly the same way if it were not
so serious it would be humorous because there is no group in this
country that has done more to bring this upon themselves than the
academic community we have been in the forefront in persuading the
public at large that the doctrine of individual responsibility is a false
doctrine that the source of all good things is big brother in
washington we only complain when it comes home and hits us
let me go from a description of the situation to an analysis why
what is the explanation of the tendency for the attempt to use the
political market to achieve noble objectives to go awry and destroy our
freedom why does it happen in the simplest form the fundamental
fallacy of the welfare state which leads to both financial crisis and the
destruction of freedom is the attempt to do good at somebody else s
expense that s the fundamental fallacy first nobody spends
somebody else s money as carefully as he spends his own that s why
trying to do good at someone else s expense leads to financial crisis
second if you are going to do good at somebody else s expense
you have to take the money away from them so force coercion
destruction of freedom is at the very bottom at the very source of the
attempts to do good at somebody else s expense about seven or eight
years ago in an article published in the new york times magazine
section john kenneth galbraith said that there was no problem in
new york city which would not be solved if the city government s
budget were doubled in the interim the city government s budget has
been quadrupled and so have the problems and the reason is
straightforward while the city government had more to spend the
567
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citizens had less to spend because the government can only get the
money by taking it away from somebody else
more fundamentally to get beneath this simple description what
is at bottom of our problem is the failure to recognize the distinction
between the political market on the one hand and the economic market
on the other this distinction which 1I would like to develop is one that
can be expressed in various terms you will pardon me if my
professional background leads me to put it in economic terms the
political system is a marketplace the economic system is a
marketplace these are two different kinds of market
marker mechanisms and
they have very different consequences though it may seem a paradox
the economic market is a freer more democratic market than the
political marketplace
let me at the outset put to one side a false distinction between the
two markets we tend to be misled by words because we speak of a
person in the economic market as having a private enterprise we
think of him as serving his private interest because we speak of a
government bureaucrat as being a public servant we speak of him as
serving the public interest but that is an utterly false distinction
almost every individual serves his own private interest that interest
need not be pecuniary it need not be monetary or physical or
material the great saints of history have served their private interest
money grubbing miser has served his private interest
just as the most moneygrubbing
the private interest is whatever it is that drives an individual A
government bureaucrat is seeking to serve his private interest just as
much as you or 1I or the ordinary businessman is serving his private
interest to make this point in the most extreme form if you compare
the manager of a russian factory who is a public servant and the
manager of an american factory who is supposedly a private
employee they both are serving their self interests the only
difference is that the actions that will serve their self interest are
different the american manager has ro
to worry about getting fired the
soviet manager has to worry about getting fired at and that makes a
big difference in what s in their self interest
in exactly the same way the bureaucrats at HEW in washington
who are trying to extend their control and impose regulations on
brigham young on chicago on hillsdale on all the other colleges are
serving their private interest they may believe thoroughly in what
they are doing but they are nonetheless serving their private interest
in seeking to extend the scope of their power their importance and
their influence it is a myth that there is a difference between the
368
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motives of the people who are employed in government and the
people who are employed in the private sector that is equally true of
those who are competing for votes the legislators are competing one
with another they are competing for votes and it is in their private
interest to do those things which will get them enough votes to get
elected
A second myth about the political market is that as opposed to the
economic market in which individuals vote with dollars in the political
market there is one person one vote that is true on a formal level but
it is obviously false on a realistic level it is a system in which there is
highly weighted voting in which some people have an enormously
greater influence on the political outcome than others this is obvious
in all sorts of ways you need only look at the kind of thing that we
have been talking about take the most dramatic example at the
moment we have a great dispute in this country about forced busing
whatever may be said for or against it there is not the slightest doubt
that 80
90 percent of both whites and blacks in this country are
8090
opposed to forced busing yet we have it and we are going to continue
to have it how can you explain that on the basis of one person one
vote
there is a highly weighted voting system and an analysis of the
marker must investigate why there is such a weighted voting
political market
system Is the problem with the political market that you have wicked
people no the people who operate in the political market are just as
wicked or just as noble as the people who operate in the economic
market they are the same people the difference is the structure of
the market the difference is that the political market is a system
under which all decisions have to be yes or no
the fundamental difference between the political market and the
economic market is that in the political market there is very little
relation between what you vote for and what you get in the economic
market you get what you vote for let me give you a very trivial
example of the kind of thing that 1I have in mind let s suppose the
question at issue is whether neckties should be red or green if that is
going to be decided by a political mechanism everybody votes if 51
percent of the people vote that ties shall be red 100 percent of the
us goes to
people get red neckties in the economic market each one of usgoes
the store separately if 51 percent of the people vote that ties shall be
red 51 percent get red neckties and 49 percent get green neckties
everybody gets what he votes for now this is a fundamental
difference between the two markets
569
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there

are some things for which the vote has to be yes or no
those are the things which are the appropriate function and role of
government there is no way in which 51 percent of the people in the
united states can be at war in viet nam and 49 percent of the people
can be not in war that is precisely the kind of a decision that has to be
decided through a mechanism which permits a yesno
besno vote the
problem is that we have extended the political market beyond things of
that kind and to the kind of things where it is possible for each person
to get what he votes for where we do not have to have a yes or no
decision if you have a yes or no decision then there is almost always a
very loose or no relation between your vote and the result As a
consequence you do not in general have any incentive to examine the
issue you vote on thoroughly ie to vote intelligently in the political
market this phenomenon leads to weighted voting in favor of special
interests and opposed to the general interest if I1 have some piece of
legislation that is going to benefit a small group a great deal the
members of that small group have a real incentive to learn about the
issue to bring pressure on their legislators to lobby for it in
washington the rest of us here is something which is going to mean
millions of dollars separately to each of a small number of people but
if ty cents extra on our tax bill what incentive
to you and me it means ffifty
do we have to find out about it or to spend any time voting
intelligently or to bring pressure on our legislators
let me give you a few very simple examples about three or four
years ago president nixon tried to eliminate a program under which
the federal government had for many years been subsidizing people
who tasted tea this is literally true this is a program under which the
government graded tea for the benefit of importers and you and 1I paid
taxes to hire people to taste the tea and decide what grade it should get
it is very hard to see any general public interest in that after all the tea
industry can provide those people mr nixon made the simple
obvious proposal that we should eliminate it we still have that
program because the people in the tea industry got up in arms about it
didn t want to have that little thing taken away from them Is
they dian
there anybody in this audience who would take his vote away from a
representative because that representative voted to keep the tea
tasting arrangement
let me give you a more important case we have a post office
which I1 would hardly suppose is distinguished for its efficiency for
many years I1 have been trying to propagandize for eliminating the
monopoly privileges of the post office for opening it up to
570
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competition about a dozen years ago I1 talked to a good friend of mine
who was then in congress to urge him to introduce a one sentence bill
eliminating the monopoly privileges of the post office he said to me
you know 1I agree with you completely but can you name me an
organized group that will come and testify in favor of that bill 1I know
about the organized groups that will be there to testify against it there
will be the postal employees union there will be the organization of
newspapers and of magazines who will testify against that bill and he
went down the Ilist
ist all of those organized groups would testify against
it the people who are benefited don t even know that they would be
benefited if you eliminated the monopoly on the post office there
would develop a viable active private industry carrying mail some of
you people in the audience might at some time be employed in such an
industry but do you know it are you going to go down to washington
to campaign in favor of that bill not a chance of it so he said
there is not a chance in the world of getting that bill through it s just a
waste of my energy and time to move in that direction
we mustnt suppose that this favoring of special interests only
applies to others brigham young university may be an exception in
that it relies to a very limited extent upon governmental subsidies but
most institutions of higher education in this country are very much
subsidized by the government
some of you may remember that years ago a former president of
general motors testified before congress and was so injudicious as to
make the statement what s good for general motors is good for the
country my colleagues at the university hooted and scorned him for
such a self serving statement but then the next day they were taking
airplanes to washington to testify before congress that what was good
for higher education was good for the country and not one of them
saw the irony and the inconsistency
each of us separately will try to use this government mechanism
to get special benefits for ourselves again going back to that episode
last september before the WIN program was instituted president
ford had a summit meeting at which people from around the country
came together on the subject of inflation 1I heard one representative of
special interests after another get on the platform and say what this
country needs to stop inflation is to cut down government spending
and the way to cut down government spending is to spend more on
me that was a universal refrain from the farmers the trade unions
the business representatives the representatives of the universities
1

1
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that is

the fundamental defect of the political mechanism it is a
system of highly weighted voting under which the special interests
have great incentive to promote their own interests at the expense of
the general public the benefits are concentrated the costs are
diffused and therefore you have a bias in the marketplace which leads
to ever greater expansion in the scope of government and ultimately to
control over the individual the way to get elected to congress or to the
presidency is not really to appeal to the general interest A majority
decides but it is a special kind of majority the way to get elected is by
putting together a coalition of special interests you go to a group that
has 35 percent of the vote and say 1I will vote for what you wane
want if you
don t care what else 1I do and they say oh I1 don t care what else you
do you go to another 5 percent and in this way you assemble 51
percent
the characteristics of the economic market are very different
the fundamental point is the one I1 mentioned before in the economic
market the market in which individuals buy and sell from one
another each person gets what he pays for there is a dollar for dollar
relationship therefore you have an incentive proportionate to the
cost to examine what you are getting if you are paying out of your own
pocket for something and not out of somebody else s pocket then you
have a very strong incentive to see whether you are getting your
money s worth in addition nobody can get money from you in the
economic market unless you agree there is nobody who can put his
hand in your pocket without your permission in the political market
that is the standard way of financing everything As a consequence you
have in the economic market true individual freedom and a true
individual incentive to get what you vote for and more importantly
the incentive to find out whether what you are getting is what you
voted for and is proportional to the cost to you
the fundamental problem of a major society of a society like ours
is that millions and millions of people must cooperate with one
another for their daily bread fundamentally there are only two ways
in which large groups of people can be induced to cooperate with one
another one way is the method of the army through force and
coercion and direct order the general tells the colonel the colonel tells
the major who tells the lieutenant and so on down to the private the
other way is through voluntary cooperation among people each of
whom is separately pursuing his own interest in fact the first method
cannot work the world is simply too complicated there are too many
facts of special time and place for it to be possible to run any
572
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complicated system on the basis of direct order so that in fact all
systems of cooperation among large groups of people involve a
mixture of these two but it makes an enormous difference what the
mixture is you know it is like the joke about hasenpfeffer half
horse half rabbit one horse one rabbit the character of our society
is fundamentally determined by whether the horse is the political
market and the rabbit the economic market or the other way around
paradoxically therefore the situation is chat
that the economic market is a
more effective means for achieving political democracy than is a
political market
let me add one more word on that when you think of the
economic market and the political market you tend to think in narrow
theeconomic
terms you tend to think of the
economic market as concerned with the
mundane material things such as producing bread or cheese or
automobiles or houses but the principles 1I have described apply much
more broadly the private market the economic market is also the
most effective means for doing good if you go back to the period in the
united states when we had the most unrestricted operation of the free
private market the nineteenth century it was also the period of the
greatest burst of eleemosynary and charitable activity in the history of
our country brigham young university my own university of
chicago many of the other colleges and universities of this country
were established during the period of the nineteenth century they
were established by the private market arrangement namely by
voluntary cooperation among people spending their own money for
something they themselves believed in to establish a university or a
college the great system of public libraries the carnegie libraries
was established during that period that was a period that saw the
birth of the private eleemosynary hospital of the foreign missions of
the society for the prevention of cruelty to animals you name the
charitable activity and you will find that in almost every case its origins
go back to that time so the private market what I1 described as the
economic market of voluntary cooperation is in my opinion the most
efficient and effective way of doing good as well as the most effective
way of organizing economic activity
the U S is coming to a crossroads we cannot continue along the
road we have been going in going from 10 percent of the national
income being spent by government to 40 percent it was possible to
maintain a large element of freedom and individual liberty because it
was possible to give large benefits to small groups at small costs spread
over many people but one thing you can be sure of in the next forty
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years we cannot go from 40 percent to 160 percent so we are coming
to the crossroads we are coming to the problem that faces chile which
as a poor country tipped over at 40 percent britain is wealthier but
appears on the verge of tipping over at 60 percent we still have some
ruin left
left in us but pretty soon we are going to be forced to face up to the
issue where we go from here depends on you on the generation that
is going co
to determine our future on this generation on whether in
time to come you recognize that this is a false road which leads to
tyranny and misery and not to freedom let me propose to you that as
you contemplate that future you take as your major motto what 1I
would like co
to see as an eleventh commandment that everyone shall be
free co
to do good at his own expense thank you
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